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The time for waiting is over.What the Cahors witches thought was the end of their troubles was only

the beginning. A threat more powerful and more frightening than anything they have faced has been

watching and waiting. The Cahors witches must come together and find Jer and Eli as both the

Deveraux and the Cahors family lines face eradication.All the secrets of the Cahors will be revealed,

forcing them to overcome their greatest weaknesses in order to achieve their most powerful

strengths. And only united do they have any chance at victory. Before the end, sacrifices will be

made, alliances forged, and old friends lost forever.
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The first books in this series were so wonderful and thrilling with many twists and turns, but alas,

there were too many twists and turns for my liking in this one. I felt like I was discovering something

new every few pages. It was just too much. I know it's fiction, but it was just way too much. Too

unbelievable even for the fantasy genre. I was left feeling disappointed and disillusioned as well as

very confused.There were too many loose ends and happy endings. Why did Eli end up being

"good?" Why was Owen left to live after it is known that he is Merlin's son? And why the heck did we

have to include Merlin and Christian beliefs in the story? In the end, the pagans lose out to the one

true " God." Yeah, OK *rolls eyes* And let me not even get started with Holly becoming blind and

one of the Justices who keep things in balance. I loathed the ending. I know the authors were trying

to give everyone a happy ending, which is something I always hate, but please do better. I mean,



the main characters, Holly and Jer, received the most depressing ending. Holly can be only with Jer

for a while in some stupid castle, but then she has to go back to her new job. So, where does that

leave Jer and where does he go after that? How is that supposed to be a happy ending? For all that

love between them, they never were together in the books. Kari was with Jer more than his so

called soulmate. And oh yeah, Kari is some kind of recarnation of Karienne, Jean's mistress. Lame.

And more reincarnations. Nicolette and Elijah are now Nicole and Eli? What? Apparently, the whole

Deveraux and Cahors feud started with them in the 1200's. But it was so confusing that I did not get

it. Nicolette and Elijah are in love and supposed to meet but end up disappearing.

Wow, the other books were decent, better than the Twilight Series but this book was horrendous.

The only redeeming quality was it ended the series. Everything else was terrible.This final chapter of

the story of the Cahors witches, Holly, Amanda and Nicole, was a big let down. It was like the

authors had no idea of how to finish up all the plot twists in the previous novels so they just started

grasping at the first thing they could think of.First of all, they were SO off base with the myths and

legends of the God and Goddess that the reader is left thinking "Where the heck did this come

from". Taking a little creative license is okay but going so far off base is not.I think the biggest turn

off for me, is that the authors are literally pushing their religious beliefs down the reader's throats, or

at least it sure seems like that. Honestly, tying Christianity and the God/Goddess belief together was

really nauseating. Come on, Merlin was the fourth Wiseman???Then, there were so many different

types of mythical creatures that the pages were really crowded. There were so many crowded

together with their Christian Wisemen being portrayed as wizards (yes all of them) it made a very

sloppy story line.One of my biggest complaints with the previous 2 books was the frequent jumping

around from one character's thoughts to another's. It doesn't seem possible but there was actually

more of that going on in this book. Some pages jumped to 3 points of view, all in the span of one

page! It is very obvious the authors did not pay any attention to their reader's previous comments for

the very same thing in the other two books. I really do not understand why they felt it was necessary

to do this.And finally, the ending was terrible.
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